PowerSchool Update 1- Dependency Spreadsheet
To the left, you can see all the courses for Floral St. The
concept of dependency is to match all courses that are
associated with a particular section of morning meeting. We
referred to this as “elementary magic” earlier. This will
make enrollment much easier. This will work at the middle
school level for 30-day experiences that all students get.
Even better if they traveled as HR groups to specials!

1. Notice how we have created courses call L/R with times.
These represent the 9 lunches at Floral, all of you will have
fewer courses. Lunch/Recess 1 will be 98X01 (X being
your school code). Sooner rather than later, we will need
YOUR lunches numbers and times. The rationale behind
adding the times to L/R is so that it will display in a Lunch
Block on a student schedule in the middle of the day.
2. Each course has several sections that are taught by
teachers, in rooms, and specific periods of the week. We
will need this information. Here is an example of HE
classes. The concept of Exp = Expression = Period and Day.
When you make your Excel spreadsheets in the future, the
Exp must be submitted exactly as displayed to the left.
Period 6 on Wed must be displayed as P6(W). The teacher
name doesn’t import as text, we will need teacher ID’s. We
will work on these spreadsheets at our next Lead Secretaries
Meeting, which has not been established by principals. This
does not apply to Oak or SHS.
3. We need to know what rooms each of the specialist teach
in. This is especially important in those schools that have
specialized rooms and multiple instructors for specials. Art
on a cart- assumption – taught in HR of that teacher!

